Abstract. We seek a global minimum of U:[0, 1]"-. R. The solution to (d/dt)x,=-VU(xt) will find local minima. The solution to dxt =-V U(xt) dt + dw,, where w is standard (n-dimensional) Brownian motion and the boundaries are reflecting, will concentrate near the global minima of U, at least when "temperature" T is small: the equilibrium distribution for xt is Gibbs with density 'r(x)a exp {-U(x)/T}. This suggests setting T T(t) 0 to find the global minima of U. We give conditions on U(x) and T(t) such that the solution to dxt =-V U(xt)dt +x/ dw converges weakly to a distribution concentrated on the global minima of U.
1. Introduction. We can find a local minimum of a function U on R" by starting at an arbitrary Xo e R" and solving the equation dx___,= -V U(x,). dt A continuous path, x, seeking a global minimum will in general be forced to "climb hills" as well as follow down-hill gradients. One way of introducing hill-climbing, while preserving the tendency to descend along gradients, is to introduce random fluctuations into the path of x" (1.1) dxt -V U(x,) dt + dwt where w is a standard Brownian motion and T, the "temperature," controls the magnitude of the random fluctuations. Under suitable conditions on U, xt approaches (weakly) an equilibrium, which is a Gibbs distribution with density 'r(x) =--exp {-U(x)/ r} where Zr exp {-U(x)/ r} dx. R As T0, rr concentrates on the global minima of U. Hence, in low temperature equilibrium we can expect to find xt near a global minimum.
Unfortunately, the time required to approach equilibrium increases exponentially with 1/T; solutions to (1.1) with small T will be very slow to find the important minima of U. This suggests that (1.1) be integrated with a gradually decreasing temperature, T T(t)$ 0. The hope is that the early and large random fluctuations will allow xt to quickly escape from local minima, whereas the later (large t) behavior will be essentially a gradient descent into a prominent minimum of U. Our work was inspired by the "simulated annealing" recently proposed by ern9 [2] and Kirkpatrick et al. [10] . Given a function U of n binary variables xl,..., x, they propose to find global minima of U by running the "Metropolis algorithm" [13] while gradually lowering the temperature. The [8] ) and us to look at a diffusion-process alternative. In future image processing experiments, we will be comparing the computational performance of the continuous-valued Metropolis scheme to the diffusion scheme presented here.
Some encouraging simulation results have been recently obtained by Alufti-Pentini, Parisi, and Zirilli 1 ]. They study the performance of a modified version of (1.1), which includes repeated runs, and an interactive "annealing schedule" T T(t). The experiments involve 22 different test functions U. These are defined on R", with n ranging from one to fourteen, and have multiple local minima. Properly tuned, the algorithm finds a global minimum for each test function. dx,=-VU(x,) dt+/2T(t) dw, B. Gidas [6] and H. Kushner 11 have recently improved on our result. Gidas gets a tight characterization of the minimum allowed c in the schedule T(t) c/log (2 + t), and removes the reflecting boundaries.
Kushner generalizes to a richer class of diffusions, allowing state-dependent diffusion coefficients and a random drift. The latter makes the connection to "stochastic approximation" in which U, or its functionals, cannot be directly observed. There are many equivalent ways to make precise the notion of a reflected diffusion.
We will proceed in a manner that best fits with the methods to be used later in the proof of the theorem. First, we extend U "periodically" to U, defined on all of R ". Let As T 0, 7r7-concentrates on the global minima of U. In fact, for well-behaved functions U, {rT}7->o has a unique weak limit, call it ro, and this satisfies ro({X" U(x)= inf U(y)})= 1 y (see Hwang [9] [4] for further discussion. Hajek (personal communication) and Gidas [5] have actually identified the needed constant for the discrete case.) (i) 7rs= 7"I'T(s), 'ff'T as in (2.1).
Notice that 7r has a density for all 0 -< s < c. We will use the same symbol, rs, to denote this density:
The proof of the theorem is based upon the following two lemmas. 
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As for the other term in the exponent of (3.1), we easily get a bound C3/T(t+ 1). 
